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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATE ON OF ENTRANCE-REGION

HEAT-TRANSFER COD?FICIENTS

By Upshur T. Jayner

SUMMARY

Experimental results of tests made at the Langlev
??emorial Aeronautical Laboratory are presented to show
how keet-trailsf’ercoefficients can he Increased by a
method utilizing the klgh rate of heat transfer known
to exist on an$ heut-transfer surfuce in the region
adjacent to the edge an w’hich the cooling or heating
fluid Impinges.

The results show that, for the same pressure drop,
the average surface heat-transfer .co~fficient can be
lncrt?asad 50 to 1(30percent when a cooltng surface having
a length of four Inches in tk.edlrectlon of fluid flow
is cut to form twanty fins ~~ith a len~.th of 0.2 inch in
th~ d~re,~tion of fluid flow and th~ fins are shar;>~r.ed
and stagFered In the air stream. L’heaercentage of in-
crease in the surface heat-trmsfer coefficient obtained
as a result of shortening ths length of the coolin~ sur-
face varies w~th the pressure drop of the cooling fluid
in passtng the surfac~, the increase being largest when
small pressure drop is used and smallest when high pres-
sure drop is used.

INTRODUCTION
●

The problem of designing heat-transfer mrfaces for
use In airplanes is complicated by the necessity for low
weight and small volume of the ctiblingunit. There are
a number of ways of achieving low weight and small volume
by increasing the local heat-transfer coefficient and
consequently decretising the cooling surface required.
For exa~le, the velocity V of the fluids passing over
the heat-transfer surfaces may be made very high. Because
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the heat-transfer coefficient varies approximately as
@8 and the pressure drop varies approximately as
~2. o, this solution leads to excessive pressure-drop
requirements and large power expenditures for pumping
fluids through the heat exchanger. This method is,
nevertheless, invar’.ably used where heat transfer in an
existing unit is increased. Auother way of increasing
the heat-transfer coefficient is to insert turbulence
producers In the ~:~ssages of the he~t exchanger.
(reference

Colburn
1] has reported t.llat~’~~kl turbulence producers

are beneficial at low-velocity flow thro~h the exchanger
but that, &t higher speeds, the ratio cf heat transferred
to nowen req-dred becor9e2smaller than Ln a plain passage.
This r-ethod is not suit~-olefor ug~ in aircraft heat ex-
changers, where the velxtty of floI:J of f’luldthrough the
heat exchanzer is .aIv,ayski~~.

The local heat-tran~rer coeftlolent m~y be increased
by decreasing the h:;uraulic radius ot’the flow passnges
through the heat exch.an.yer. ~!anilfscturlngdifflsulti.es
increase greatly, b.owev~r, as ~assa~eways are m~de smaller
and some s~stem.af further lmprovi~ heat transfer for
an~ giver.practicable s~ze of passageway is of interest.
Such a s~stem designated the multiple-entrance system.is
reported herein. Nus.salt (reference 2] showed many
years &&o how the heat-t~ansfer coefficient varies with
passage length, but little practlcul uso has evidently
been nade of his nnalys!s. N-orrls and Spcfford cor-
roborated the thea~etical ana?.yslsof Wsselt in an ex-
tensflveinvestigation ~resentcd In reference 3 and the
tests gresented of tile multlple-entrance system further
confirm this theory.

R
()

ReTnold~ n~nber ~

D hydraulic diameter, feet
{4 )

cross sectional area
wetted perimeter

h surface heat-transfer coefficient, Btu per second
per square foot per ‘p
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thermal conductivity of air, Btu per second per
square foot per o?lper foot

length of individual heat-transfer passage, feet

dynamic pressure of air flowing through heat-trans-

fer passage, pounds per square foot
()
~ i,2#

average veloc5ty of air flowing through heat-trans-
fer nassage, feet per second

over-all length of finned surface tested~ feet (lin.
in these tests)

over-all pressure drop across finned surface tested,
pounds per square foot

viscosity of air, slugs per foot per second

mass density cf air, s’lugsper cubic foot

.
TEST ~r~~~(jj)s

All the tests described

Am .!Q;FJXSIS

herein were made on flat,
electrically heated finned surfaces. ~~ode~swere co~-
structed in the NACA physical research laboratory. The
spacing between fins on all models was 1/8 inch> the fin
thickness was l/52 inch, and the fin width, 1 inch. Five
fin lengths varying from 4 inches, which gave an L/D of
1~9 to 0.2 inch, which gave an L/D of 0.9, were used.
The fins were made of copper. l“i~ure1 shows t~hew.ultiple-
entrance sj~stemwith fin lengths of O.~ inch. In all
models except the one witlnthe ~-inch fia length, the suc-
ceedin~ rows of fins were staggered as shown in figure 1.

The total heat transferred, the fin-base temperatures,
air temperatures, pressure drop, and quantity of air flow
were w.easured f’oreach of the jive fin lengths. FrOm.
these measurements, local heat-transfer coefficient, Nusselt
number,%:ynolds niu?:~er,and frictian factor were calculated.

According to itusselt!s analysis (reference 2) , the
heat-transfer coefficient is very large at the entrance
of a heat-transfer passage and decreases witlnincreasing
distance down the tube to the final value for fully es-
tablished flow. Tne reason for this large heat transfer
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at’entrance is that the temperature gradient at the wall ,-
i.slarge near the entrance.

m The multiple-entrance system for im.proving’heat trans-
h?
y fer takes advantage of the thin boundary layer and the

large temperature gradient at the wall and the consequent
A high rate of heat transfer known to exist in the entrance

regjlonof fluid flow over a surface. As the fluid pro-
gresses along the surface, the layers next to the surface
are retarded “by surface friction and a thick boundary
layer develops through which all heat transferred nmst
travel by conduction. In established turbulent, flow,
there is an exchange of fluid and, hence, of’heat between
the boundary layer and .tb.emair.fluid stream. This ex-
change of fluid..accounts for the fact that the heat-
transfer coef’fi.cientis higher in turbulent flow than in
lam-inar flow. In the nmltigie-entrance system for heat
transfer, the heat”is transferred, partly by turbulence
and partly by conduction, through the boundary layer$ and
the boundary layer is kept ve~~’ thin by using short
lengths of ccoling surface. Inasmuch as each small sur-
face is displaced relative tO the ~ne ahead of it> the

. coolest fl~d available is brought in contact with the
surface and, consequeritly5 tinemaximiw heat is transferred.

“V;hen-any arrangement that gives very high heat-
tra.ns~er coefficients (~or examples the multiple-entrance
system) is used, the length of path of’the fluid flow
must be kept reasonably sin-allin order that the fluid may
not heat excessively and a large temperature difference
m-aybe kept available for cooling. Tineccoling effective-
ness of the surfaces znust-be kept large and the surfaces
should be shaped to allow reasonably undisturbed flow of

. the air.

The results of the’tests are given in figures 2, 3,
and .4.. In fi~ure 2 is given the variat~on of lWsselt
number with .Reynoldsnumber. Tineresults in this figure
show the Nusselt number (and heat-transfer coefficient)
to be increased as fin lengths are decreased. The large
increase in heat transfer shown i-nfi:ure 2 is accompanied
by a corresponding increase in friction factor (fig. 3).
FigWe 4.is obtained frorltinesame data as figures 2 and
3 but is presented in a formthat shows the increase in
heat-transfer coefficient to be derived by decreasing the

.. value of L/D wlhilepressure drop is kept constant. - ..-.._
----
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In figure 4, large gains In the 100al heat-transfer coef-
. floiqnl& of ~Qg order of & to 100 peroent, are seen to. --
be attained by the relatively simple means of reduolng

m the currently used L/D of 20 or more to an L/D of

K’” about 1. Uniform temperature over a surface may be ob-

A
tained by so adjusting the value of L/D at each point
that the required value of local heat-transfer coefficient
is obtained.

APPLICATIONS

The multiple-entrance heat-transfer arrangement can
be advantageously applied in numerous instances. For
use In heating or cooling any solid surface by a fluid,
such as a cylinder of an air-cooled aircraft engine,the
heat-transfer surfaces would he in the form of indireot
cooling surfaces, sl~ch~g fins attached to the outg~de
of the cylinder. The ratio of length to thickness of
a cross section of these Indirect cooling surfaces should
be not less than 5 or 6 and the length of fluid path
through the fins should be kept small by providing several
plaoes for entrance and exit of the co~llng air.

This arrangement may als.sbe a:>plledIn a heat-
transfer unit of which both the cooled md the coollng
fluids are gases. In this case, an arrang~ment such as
that shown in figure ~ could be used. The principal
heat-transfer surf~ces wol~ld be of the indirect cooling
type and would be made of thin sheet ~etal, such as is
at present used In this type of construction.

In a heat-transfer unit of whioh one of the fluids
is a liquid and the other a gas, n~arly all of the re-
sistance to heat flow is between the gas and the hea&-
transfer surface when the liquid has high thermal con-
ductivity and low viscosity. In this case, the multiple-
entranoe arrangement of heat-transfer surfaces would
probably be applied only to the passages thraugh which
the gas travels, as in the method indicated for the gas
to gas heat exohanger. If, however, a liquid, such as
oil, has low thermal conductivity and high viscosity and
if a considerable part of the over-all thermal resistame
is consequently between the liquid and the heat-transfer
surface, the proposed arrangement could be advantageously
used in all fluid passages,
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The results show that the value of the local heat-
transfer coefficient for a given hydraulic radius may be
Increased 50 to 100 parcent by use of a large nuniber of
short-length staggered surfaces instead of one large sur-
face. It was shown by Nusselt and has heea proved by
these and other tests that a surfare which is to all
pr~?ctical pur~osea aperatin~ ns an erltrance region will
have a t.h!nboundary layer and cons~quently low re-
sistanr.eto “~m:~ttransfer.

The multlple-cntrar.ce system of heat-transfer sur-
faces is not suggested us the remedy for all cooling “
troubles, but !t Is thought that designers will find many
places in which this ty;m.of :]urfacecan be used to advan-
tag6 ●
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Figure l.- Multiple-entrance heat-transfer system
with 0.5 inch fins.

Figure 5.- Method of using staggered heat-transfer
surfaces in a cross-flow heat exchanger.
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Variationof frictionfaotor with Wynold8
nmbor for tho fin arrangmenta tasted.
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